
LESSON 8: AL IDGHAM (C)–SAME AND SIMILAR LETTERS

When two identical letters follow each other and the first one bears asukūnthen the letter bearingsukūn
is not pronounced, while the haraka of the second letter becomes mushaddad in pronunciation. Hence,
tashdīd (shaddah)is written on it.

This is called - (Idgham al-Mutamāthilayn)–Joining of the same letters

For example:

In case of similar sounding letters, when one withsukūnis followed by a second with a haraka, then the
one bearing sukūnis not pronounced while the haraka of the following letter becomes mushaddad in
pronunciation. Hence,tashdīd (shaddah)is written on it.

This is called - (Idgham al-Mutaqāribayn)–Joining of the similar letters

For example:
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 will be read as  


  will be read as  

  will be read as   


 will be read as   



WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following. To ensure that you understand the lesson, the tashdīd (shaddah)has been
purposefully left out in some words below. It would be easier for you to underline the letter that is
affected before proceeding to read.
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WORKSHEET 3:

Read the following. To ensure you understand the lesson, the tashdīd (shaddah) has been purposefully
left out in some words below. It would be easier for you to underline the letter that is affected before
proceeding to read.
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LESSON 9: AL IDGHAM (D)–RELATED LETTERS

When letters are pronounced from the same position in the mouth and occur together, with the first one
bearing a sukūnthen the letter bearing sukūnis not pronounced, and the letter bearing the haraka is
pronounced withtashdīd (shaddah).

This is called - (Idgham al-Mutajānisayn)–Joining related letters

Please note that the letters may appear in any sequence.
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pronounced written pronounced written

   
   

pronounced written pronounced written

   
 

pronounced written pronounced written

    

pronounced written

and

and

and



WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following. To ensure you understand the lesson, the tashdīd (shaddah)has been purposefully
left out in some words below. It would be easier for you to underline the letter that is affected before
proceeding to read.
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following. To ensure you understand the lesson, the tashdīd (shaddah)has been purposefully
left out in some words below. It would be easier for you to underline the letter that is affected before
proceeding to read.
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LESSON 10: RULES OF NŪN AND TANWĪN –AL IKHFĀ’

There are different rules on the way theNūnsound should be pronounced. This depends on which of the
Hurūffollow it.

If any of the remaining 15Hurūfcome after or after a Harf that has aTanwīn( ) sign on it, then

the sound of is pronounced light nasal sound–a ghunna halfway between Idgham and Izhār. The 
is there but will not be pronounced heavily or fully, it is pronounced as if it is hidden.

  

For easy remembering you may pair the letters of Ikhfā’ as follows:
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Comparative English Pronunciation of Ikhfā’ with Izhār

IZHĀR IKHFĀ’

Pin Pink
Fine Find
Shun Shunt
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WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following. To ensure you understand the lesson, the tashdīd (shaddah)has been purposefully
left out in some words below. It would be easier for you to underline the letter that is affected before
proceeding to read.
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WORKSHEET 2:

1. Underline the letters of Ikhfā.
2. Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 3:

1. Underline the letters of Ikhfā.
2. Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 4:

1. Underline the lettersof Ikhfā.
2. Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 5:

1. Underline the letters of Ikhfā.
2. Read the following.
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LESSON 11: RULES OF MĪM WITH SUKŪN

There are 3 rules that deal with the letterMīmsukūn ( ).

1. When (Mīmwith sukūn) is followed by the letter then is pronounced with light sound

from the nose. It is literally hummed rather than pronounced and is stretched to two harakā (2 –3
second duration).

This is called - IKHFA SHAFAWI

For example:

2. When (Mīmwith sukūn) is followed by another with any haraka or with a shaddah, it is

pronounced with ghunna (literally hummed) and is stretched to two harakā (2 –3 second
duration).

In other words, the two ’s are assimilated (blended).

This is called - IDGHAM SHAFAWI

For example:

3. When (Mīmwith sukūn) is followed by any of the other 26 letters besides and then there

will be no is ghunna and the letter will be pronounced clearly.

This is called - IZHAR SHAFAWI
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following. It would be easier for you to underline the letters that is affected before proceeding
to read.
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WORKSHEET 3:

Read the following. It would be easier for you to underline the letters that is affected before proceeding
to read.
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LESSON 12: RULES OF MĪM AND NŪN MUSHADDADAH

When the two letters Mīmand Nūn (and ) bear a shaddah ( ), they must be recited stressed and

stretched with a nasal sound (Ghunna).

For example:

Exercise

Read the following. It would be easier for you to underline the letters that is affected before proceeding
to read.
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is read as In..na (not as Inna)



is read as Thum..ma (not as Thumma)



WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following. It would be easier for you to underline the letters that is affected before proceeding
to read.
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LESSON 13: RULES OF THE LETTER RĀ’ (A)

The letter is pronounced in one of 2 ways: as a heavy sound (pronounced with a full mouth); or as a

light sound (pronounced with an empty mouth).

A. Light Sound
The letter is pronounced as a light (thin) sound, with an open (empty) mouth in the following cases:

(i) When it bears a kasra

  
(ii) WhenRā’bears aTashdīd(shaddah) with kasra.

  

(iii) When Rā’with sukun appears at the end of a word and follows (Yā’with sukun) or a letter

with sukun that follows a letter with kasra.

  

(iv) WhenRā’with sukun follows a letter with kasra in the same word provided it is not followed by
a letter which is pronounced with a raised tongue.

The letters pronounced with a raised tongue are: 
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WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following. It would be easier for you to underline the letters that is affected before proceeding
to read.
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following. It would be easier for you to underline the letters that is affected before proceeding
to read.

 
 

After a letter
with kasra

 
 

After a letter
with kasra

After a letter
with kasra

After a letter
with kasra

After a letter
with kasra
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LESSON 14: RULES OF THE LETTER RĀ’ (B)

The letter is pronounced in one of 2 ways: as a heavy sound (pronounced with a full mouth); or as a

light sound (pronounced with an empty mouth).

B. Heavy Sound

The letter is pronounced as a heavy sound, with a full mouth in the following cases:

(v) When it bears a fatha or dhamma

  

(vi) WhenRā’bears aTashdīd(shaddah) with a fatha or dhamma.

  

(vii) WhenRā’with sukun follows a letter with fatha or dhamma.

  

(viii) When Rā’with sukun follows a letter with sukun other than which itself follows a letter that

bears a fatha or dhamma.
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WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following. It would be easier for you to underline the letters that is affected before proceeding
to read.
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the following. It would be easier for you to underline the letters that is affected before proceeding
to read.

 
 


After a

letter with
kasra

After a
letter with
dhamma
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LESSON 15: NŪN QUTNĪ

Nūn qutnīis a small that is sometimes found between two words. TheNūn qutnīalways appears with

a kasra sign.

Nūn qutnīis usually found under an Alif that does not have any Harakat (Hamzah alwasl), the is

pronounced and the is not.

Example 1

 is read asqadīrunil ladhī

Example 2

is read as khayranil wasīyatuand not askhayrānil

wasīyatu

If theNūn qutnīappears at the end of verse, then the person reciting has two choices:

1. If the recitation is continued without a stop then the is pronounced and the is not.

2. If the recitation is stopped, to take a breath, then the next sentence is started with the (with a fatha)

and the is ignored.



If recitation is continued without a stop: read as’alīmunil ladhī
If recitation is stopped, to take a breath: read as’alīm. al-ladhī
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Nūn qutnī

If there is an Alif before theNūn qutnīthat Alif is not read






End of verse



WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following. It would be easier for you to underline the letters that is affected before proceeding
to read.
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LESSON 16: RULES OF MADD–PART I

In Level 4, the students had studied the basic rules of Madd. In this Level, we shall study these rules in a
bit more detail.

A. The Original Madd (
Madd literally means stretching. It is the stretching of theHurūful Madd which are:

  
The Original Madd occurs when: 

Alif is preceded by a harf that carries a fatha,
Yā’withsukūnis preceded by a harf that carries a kasra,
Waw withsukūnis preceded by a harf that carries a dhamma,

Then the Madd is stretched (elongated) to a measure of 2 harakah. This stretch is referred to as
Qasr(shortness).

There are three kinds of duration of the stretch (elongation) for different syllables regulated by certain
principles:

1) Qasr, shortness
The duration of the stretch should not be more than 2 harakah (this applies to the original Mudd)

2) Tawassut, intermediate
The duration of stretch is between 3 to 5harakātlong.

3) Tul, lengthy
The duration of the stretch is between 4 to 6harakātlong.

B. Maddul Muttasil(- Madd as a result of

When aHurūful Maddletter is followed by a (Hamzah) in the same word, a thick Madd is written on

it. This Madd is known as Maddul Muttasil.

The length of recitation of Maddul Muttasilwill be Tul (lengthy) –4 to 6 harakātlong (4 to 6 second
duration). As the name suggests, this is a compulsory Madd.
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C. Maddul Munfasil(- Madd as a result of

If a word ends with one of theHurūful Madd letters and the following word begins with a (Hamzah),

a thin Madd is written on it. This Madd is known as Maddul Munfasil.

The length of recitation of Maddul Munfasilwill be Tawassut (intermediate)–3 to 5harakātlong (3 to
5 second duration).

If the reciter is stopping after the first word, then this Madd reverts back to an original Madd (2 harakah
long).

Exercise

Read the following:
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WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following.

Maddul Asli






Maddul Muttasil (Compulsory and linked in one word)

 
 

 

Maddul Munfasil (Optional and in separate words)
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LESSON 17: RULES OF MADD–PART II

In the previous lesson we learned of the application of Madd as a result of. In this lesson we shall

study the application of Madd as a result of sukun that is caused by a waqf (stop).

C.   Maddul ‘Ārid(- Madd as a result of sukun that is caused by a waqf (stop)

An accidental Madd occurs if any one of the Hurūful Maddletters is followed by a letter that bears a
sukun that is caused by a waqf (stop). This Madd is known asMaddul ‘Ārid.

The length of recitation of Maddul ‘Āridwill be Tawassut (intermediate) –2 to 5 harakātlong (2 to 5
second duration).

Please note that this Madd only applies if you stop.

It will be helpful to make the student hear the recitation of Suratul Mā‘ūn where the rule applies at the 
end of each ayah. Ask him/her to gage the stretching for him/herself. This Surah appears on the
following page.

Exercise

Read the following:
Remember that if a stop is applied then the harakah of the last letter changes to sukun which in-turn
prompts the application ofMaddul ‘Ārid.
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WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following.
Remember that if a stop is applied then the harakah of the last letter changes to sukun which in-turn
prompts the application ofMaddul ‘Ārid.
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LESSON 18: RULES OF MADD–PART III

Some chapters of the Holy Qur’ān begin with special letters. They are either single letters or compound 
letters. These letters are calledHurūf al-Muqatta‘āt.

D.   Maddul Lāzim (
The Hurūf al-Muqatta‘ātare pronounced separately as the are pronounced while reading the alphabet.
The length of the stretch of the letters with Madd will be Tul (lengthy) - 6 harakātlong (6 second
duration).

Letters with the original Madd are elongated to 2 Harakah. For example:

   

All other letters are elongated to 6Harakāhbecause of Madd. For example:
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WORKSHEET 1:

Read the following.
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WORKSHEET 2:

Read the followingayāh of the Holy Qur’ān and compare the various elongations of Madd.
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